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Bayesian inference
• Humans keep updating their beliefs about an event (represented as
probabilities) through accumulated observations and make inferences
by way of the updated beliefs
𝑃 𝐴 𝐵 ∝ 𝑃 𝐵 𝐴 ∗ 𝑃(𝐴)
• The degree of belief about an event (posterior probability) is calculated jointly
by the accumulated degree of conviction in a hypothesis which occurs before
encountering the event (prior probability) and a conditional probability where
the event would be observed given that the hypothesis is true (likelihood)
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Research question
• How do Korean-speaking children shape clause-level constructional
knowledge as a function of exposure to language and domain-general
learning capacities?
• Target: knowledge about representative argument structure constructions
involving a transitive event in Korean (active transitives & suffixal passives)
• Approach: Bayesian simulation that employs information about the frequency
of the two construction types found in CHILDES (the largest & open-access
child language corpora)
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Key study
• Alishahi and Stevenson (2008)
• Demonstrated a Bayesian way of emergence and growth of English verbargument constructions
• Two conceptual points highly relevant to this study’s aim
• direct mapping of a sentential frame and its semantic description
• the inseparability of form and meaning/function (conceptualised as a construction) is a core
property of language

• how constructions exist in humans’ cognitive space
• constructional knowledge creates clusters that share similar features in their syntacticsemantic properties, intertwined with probabilities about how likely they accord with or
deviate from each other
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Methods
• Input composition

ACC = accusative case marker; DAT = dative marker; NOM = nominative case marker
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Methods
• Input composition
• Artificial set of input based on the characteristics of caregiver input in CHILDES
• Schematised input comprising two layers in a pair
• morpho-syntactic layer specifying formal properties of the pattern
• semantic-functional layer indicating thematic roles of arguments and functions of markers

• not abstract categories but heuristics—strategic and provisional knowledge which is acquired
probabilistically through exposure—that a learner employs in the course of acquisition
• a word with a marker stands for an entity
• a word at the end of a sentence refers to an action
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Methods
• Model training
• Adding a new input item to an existing group of constructions that had the
most similar characteristics to the item
• Laplace smoothing
• the Laplace estimator added the value of 1 as the Laplace value to the original frequency
value so that the probability of occurrence did not become zero and thus incalculable

• Transitional probability: a series of conditional probabilities from the first item
to the last item within a specific pattern; incremental

ACC = accusative case marker;
NOM = nominative case marker
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Methods
• To clarify,
• Modelled a child learner after the age of one or two, following the age range
of the children in CHILDES → employed frequency information in the caregiver
input as the initial priors of our learning model, instead of creating a tabula
rasa model from scratch
• Intended to model the development of linguistic knowledge about clause-level
constructions themselves → devising a set of schematised input instead of
using concrete lexical words, for the model training
• supported by an early abstraction account (i.e., the early emergence of abstract
knowledge and yet still requiring considerable amount of exposure for the maturation of
that knowledge)
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Results & Discussion
• The only pattern whose degree
of clustering was constantly
increasing as learning proceeded
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Results & Discussion
• The posterior probability was not
the highest
• The most frequent pattern for a
transitive event attested in the input

• The posterior probability increased
until the 5th learning but decreased
afterwards
• The third most frequent pattern for a
transitive event attested in the input

• Their growth was somehow
inhibited, possibly by the growth of
the clustering for the fullyequipped pattern

ACC = accusative case marker; DAT = dative marker; NOM = nominative case marker
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Results & Discussion
• The passive patterns: cue
competition involving casemarking and verbal morphology
• The growth of this pattern may
have been suppressed by its
corresponding pattern—the active
transitive with only the agentNOM pairing
• typical case-marking (the NOM
indicating the agent)
• typical verbal morphology (no active
morphology)
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Results & Discussion
• The passive patterns: cue
competition involving casemarking and verbal morphology
• the growth of this pattern may
have been suppressed by the
ditransitive with only the
recipient-DAT pairing
• case-marking (the DAT indicating the
recipient is more frequent than the
DAT indicating the agent)
• verbal morphology (verb with no
morphology is more frequent than
verb with passive suffixes)
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Results & Discussion
• Inconsistency
• Considering the overall number
of the constructional patterns
that the children produced (143
instances), they seemed to
prefer the three patterns, all of
which engage in NOM, in
production
• In contrast, the learning model
did not yield the corresponding
rates of posterior probabilities
for these patterns within the
given simulation environment
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Results & Discussion
• Inconsistency
• Why?
• our computational model faithfully followed the construction-based distributional
properties attested in the caregiver input
• Considering that our learning model proceeded with transitional probabilities that care about
both construction-wise characteristics and case-marking facts, it is reasonable to think that the
model well-responded to the construction frequency as much as the form-function mapping of
case-marking in the input
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Results & Discussion
• Inconsistency
• Why?
• The children, however, may have relied more on the reliable and available form–function
mapping of NOM for a transitive event observed in caregiver input
• NOM ~ agent; NOM occur more frequently in the initial position than in the non-initial position
• These characteristics allow high cue validity for this particular mapping (Bates & MacWhinney,
1987), leading the children to primarily (and strongly) deploy NOM to indicate the actor of a
transitive event
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Results & Discussion
• Inconsistency
• What about the suffixal passive with only the theme–NOM pairing?
• Influence of lexical items:
• the way that the child produced this particular constructional pattern was tied to several verbs
• Child production may have been limited to less-abstract and narrow-range schemata in its initial
phase (verb-centred frames)
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Results & Discussion
• To recap, there are two particular motivations for our simulation
• We modelled a child learner after the age of one or two, following the age
range of the children in CHILDES
• employed frequency information in the caregiver input as the initial priors of the
learning model

• We modelled the development of linguistic knowledge about clause-level
constructions in their entirety
• devised the schematised input with a pair of two abstract layers, instead of using content
words attested in the caregiver input
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Results & Discussion
• Limitations
• The fact that we composed input without lexical information renders it
impossible for the model to capture this lexically-tied factor to the extent that
human learners do when acquiring constructional knowledge
• We utilised only well-formed instances (with at least one argument and a
verb), ignoring incomplete instances in the caregiver input such as partial and
verb-less utterances with various noun–marker pairings
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Results & Discussion
• Nevertheless, our findings show…
• some nice compatibility of model performance with the child production
• The distributional properties of the constructional patterns for a transitive event and the
particular characteristics of form–function associations involving case-marking and
verbal morphology dedicated to these constructions found in the caregiver input yielded
the model performance that was largely consistent with the child production, despite no
individual support from lexical information
• provides a nice approximation to how constructional knowledge grows and changes in
Korean-speaking children’s conceptual space as a response of (i) construction frequency
within the amount of input attested and (ii) form–function correlations involving the
core structural properties consisting of the target construction types (cf. Competition
Model)
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Results & Discussion
• Our findings also highlight …
• the status of abstract form-function mapping, as a form of construction which
is independent of individual lexical items, as a psychological reality in
language development
• we exclusively considered information about constructions themselves, with particular
emphasis on properties of construction-wise distribution and structural components
characterising each construction type.
• our novel approach affords us to effectively examine the extent to which children cope
with knowledge about clause-level constructions in their entirety during learning
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Thank you for your listening!

